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UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the important factors to consider when representing the FOE in simulations?the sections generally describe this well, but may need spelling out in what you say;What have we done in research to overcome this challenge?slides state “what” we have done but doesn’t contain enough on “how” we have done this;What are the gaps and areas of possible collaboration with NATO moving forward ?needs some consideration and inclusion.
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• Operational environment effects are not
represented in a consistent manner across
simulation components

• Representation of operational environment
effects is limited

• Simulation components are often large and
cannot be readily updated to meet defence
training requirements

Gaps in Simulation Capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operational effects are not represented consistentlySimulation interoperability issuesFair fight issuesRepresentation of operational environment effects is limitedNeed a greater representation of effects beyond weather, physical force (Kinetic) effects – other natural environment effects, EW, IW effectsThe use of large, integrated simulation components are costly to maintain, inefficient to re-use and cannot be updated in a timely response to meeting operational requirements
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Research Aims

To inform methods and approaches for the 
increasing complexities of future defence 

operational environments to be represented across 
Simulation and Synthetic Environments (SEs) in a 

more timely and coherent manner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
e.g. to provide effective  joint and combined (coalition) training
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• Simulating Future Battlespace Complexity
– Methods and approaches to compose more

effective and efficient simulation in a timely, agile
and consistent manner

– Improved Force Readiness

• Inform Defence Policy and Strategy
– UK Defence Modelling & Simulation Coherence

(DMaSC)
• Provision of coherent, common, shared enablers to

maximise the utility of Modelling and Simulation (M&S)
• Improved interoperability and re-use of simulation

Research Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK Defence Modelling & Simulation Coherence (DMaSC):	Provision of coherent, common, shared enablers to maximise the utility of Modelling and Simulation (M&S) to enhance operational capability and use Defence resources efficiently
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Research Scope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Transforming Training, Education, and Preparation (TTEP) project has been created under the Future Workforce and Human Performance (FWAHP) programme. The TTEP project vision is to: “Identify, develop and test innovative approaches and technologies that will accelerate and enhance learning, training, education, development and preparation of the workforce. It will identify ways of reducing the so called ‘training burden’, driving up effectiveness and driving down costs, as well as providing the means to measure the return on investment of training and education. It will deliver S&T to improve the representation of the future operating environment in training and education systems.”Wider representation of effects, consistent across M&S systemsEffects on ground mobility due to physical (kinetic) warfare and natural environment effects;Effects of physical (kinetic) warfare, non-physical warfare (e.g. EW) and the state of the natural environment on airborne systems’;Cyber effects on autonomous systemsImproved opportunities for composing, deploying and re-using M&S ‘behaviours’;Taxonomy of behaviour in defence operating environmentsTimely representation of new/future systemsPattern of Life (Pol) in smart, large urban environments (‘megacities’)Disruption due to information warfare and social media effects
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Composition and Deployment of 
Simulation Systems

Dstl CGF Strategy Roadmap

• No single CGF represents
the breadth of
operational behaviours

• Evolving CGF’s over the
next 10 years

• MSG-164 MSaaS
activities are a key
enabler for delivering
this vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengeCGF constructive simulations are an integral element of synthetic based training systems used to represent the majority of behaviour. Government-Off-The-Shelf (GOTS) present challenges such a through life support. This is being addressed by the utilisation of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) CGF systems.However, in many cases no single CGF adequately represents the breadth of behaviours that occur in operational environments, which often results in more than one CGF is employedHow we have overcome?Dstl’s longer term research vision is the composition and deployment of CGF’s either as a service or integrated with local simulationsA roadmap has been developed as part of Dstl’s research which presents the evolution of CGF deployment over the next 10 years.This roadmap starts with multiple simulations which have large amounts of overlapping an redundancy and moves towards a state where a suite of complimentary component federates, shared with virtual simulations, provides the CGF system on the cloud.Future WorkDstl’s research is working to deliver this roadmap vision.The objective is to provide a more agile mechanism for representing human behaviours, institutions, social systems and the increasing number of autonomous platforms that will require representation in future SSEsA modular framework will enable the rapid development and implementation of new behaviours and capability.Activities taking place under MSG 164 which aim to advance and promote the operational readiness of MSaaS are a key enabler for delivering this vision.  
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Representation of Human and 
Autonomous System Behaviour

Behaviour (e.g. 
Pattern of Life)

IG CGF Games Engines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengeDstl led scoping studies have revealed numerous gaps and challenges in representing HASB in simulations including;a lack of consensus on the behavioural factors needed; a lack of an agreed framework for behavioural factor representation;a lack of available behavioural data sets;a lack of relevant technical standards for HASB;The studies found that the MSG 127 research described desirable aspects of a HBM including extensible, standard compliance and the inclusion of a reference model which complemented their work.How have we overcomeAs a starting point for developing a unified requirement for the representation of HASB in simulation, these studies have developed draft taxonomies of factors that affect HASB, based on integrating and rationalising factors found across multiple sources.The taxonomies will serve as the basis for developing common vocabulary and understanding across the disparate communities which will need to contribute in order to improve representation. One of the scoping studies investigated the application of the draft taxonomy using a proposed Pattern of Life definition language which aided in validating the taxonomy. An extended version of PLDL has been investigated which includes a wider range of behavioural factors including different methods for authoring behaviours such as Utility Theory, Steering Behaviours and Emotional State representation.  Future workMoving forward, the outcomes and the recommendations will be taken forward to further develop HASB in simulation including working towards a common vocabulary and taxonomy.Seek opportunities to input in to technical standards for HASB representation. 
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Representation of Environmental Effects
• Prototyped methods for coherent

representation of weather/weather
effects in simulation systems,
• Weather data sets managed via a common

data repository
• Deployment and integration of weather

data into simulations based on OGC
standard based Web Services

• Use of real weather data from
authoritative sources (e.g. UK Met
Office), being investigated

• Ongoing research being carried out in
conjunction with MSG-156

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengeRepresentation of weather effects and climatic conditions within simulation systems has traditionally been poor, mainly due to lack of requirements and limitations in technology. This has resulted in disjointed approaches which have lead to inconsistent representation of weather effects across simulation systems.�How have we overcomeResearch has initially prototyped methods for representing coherent weather effects in simulation systems, engaging with the UK Meteorological Office for the provision of historical meteorological data. This work explored ways of integrating and visualising consistent weather, including the effects of weather on systems and sensors; exchange of weather data between a repository and a simulation component should use open standards, ideally such as those designed for the transmission of tiled geospatial data sets; recommended standards are the OGC Web Map Service (WMS) and Web Coverage Service (WCS) interface standards for tiled raster data sets, and the Web Feature Service (WFS) for vector data sets;The utilisation of the UK Met office data provides as source of authoritative data to provide correlated representations across the SSE.Future WorkWorking in conjunction with coalition partners as part of MSG-156 , Dynamic Synthetic Environments for Distributed Simulation, Dstl is also collaborating in research which addresses the consistent representation of weather effects and their affect on natural terrain, military platforms and systems. Arno Gerretsen will be presenting a paper “Representation of Dynamic Synthetic Environments in Distributed Simulation” in Session 4 at 1745.
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Representation of Physical Force Effects
• Approaches to achieve coherent

representation of terrain deformation across
simulation systems
• Implementation of a GeoServer Open Source

geospatial data server to host source and
‘refined’ terrain datasets created from a CDB
database (i.e. CDB-S, CDB-R)

• Development of micro-services to retrieve CDB-S
elevation or imagery data

• Process of ‘down-sampling’ the data to reduce
the Level of Detail (LoD) from the high resolution
CDB-S data to the resolution required for the
target simulation

• MSG-156 involvement to explore and
develop common approaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengeWhilst physical effects have been modelled comprehensively in simulation systems, the effects are often not represented in a consistent manner across multiple systems.Therefore it is difficult to represent second order effects across simulation systems.How we have overcomeResearch has demonstrated an approach to achieving consistent representation of terrain deformation across distributed simulations to represent the effects of a munitions explosion, such as damage to road networks and local infrastructure.The research demonstrated a process for ‘down sampling’ terrain source data to reduce the Level of Detail (LoD) from a high resolution data set to LoD required by an end user simulation.The research also found that data exchange between a storage repository and a simulation should use open standards, ideally such as those designed for the transmission of tiled geospatial data sets. Recommended standards are the OGC Web Map Service (WMS) and Web Coverage Service (WCS) interface standards for tiled raster data sets, and the Web Feature Service (WFS) for vector data sets.Future workOutcomes and recommendations from this work are also currently being used to contribute to MSG 156’s activities.
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Representation of Non-Physical Effects 

• Approaches to represent non physical force effects including Cyber
and Electromagnetic Activities (CEMA ) / Information Warfare (IW)

4-layer Information Warfare 
Conceptual Model Architecture

4-layer Conceptual Model to 
support disrupting the flow of 
information in the operational 

space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengeThe development of hybrid warfare tactics that combine both physical and non-physical warfighting is becoming increasingly common, including the use of social media, which allows the analysis of social behaviour and provides readily available intelligence for control, manipulation, and targeting.  How we have overcomePrevious research has investigated how the information domain could be described, which was intended to form the basis for an architecture around which subsequent experimentation could be conducted.The work included the further development of existing IW models to describe the information environment - the 5 layer model provides different ways of disrupting the flow of information in the operational space; as a result of research, the SCORE model adapts the 4 layer information warfare engagement model architecture; the reason for modifying the model is to take into account and isolate all the factors that can  affect the ability to send/receive a message.Keith Ford will be briefing on work into IW including previous Dstl work following this presentation.Information Warfare (IW)Definition‘a concept involving the battlespace use and management of information and communication technology (ICT) in pursuit of a competitive advantage over an opponent’ There are six aspects to Information WarfarePsychological operations Electronic warfareMilitary deceptionPhysical information warfareSecurity measuresInformation attacks Future workFuture work in this area will look at validating approaches to represent non physical force effects including Cyber, CEMA and IW.
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Representation of Future Systems
• Future operational

environments will include
future platforms, weapons,
sensors and their effects

• The role of simulation in
representing emergent systems
for defence training and
education needs to be
understood and developed
appropriately

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dstl is conducting scoping studies in to the impact of Future Systems on the FOEThe aim of the scoping study is to:Investigate and review developments of future platforms (e.g. swarms of autonomous systems), weapons, and sensor technologies and their effects on future operating environmentsEvaluate how these developments in defence systems will affect future synthetic trainingDevelop a set of Use Cases covering land, air and maritime systems to be taken forward to evaluate the representation of future defence systems in simulationThe findings from the scoping study will be used to inform the direction of future research relevant to providing advice and informing MOD on approaches for the simulation of Future Systems
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• Common taxonomy and shared vocabulary for the coherent
representation of Human and Systems Behaviour (HASB) in
simulation systems

• A simulation agnostic method for authoring Patterns of Life (PoL)
for use in simulation

• An approach to effective and efficient composability of simulation
components

• Methods for representing a wider spectrum of effects in simulation

• Representation of emerging operating domains in simulation

Research Outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key is understanding which elements are relevant to be represented and to what level, in order to provide benefit to Training and Education,Common taxonomy and shared vocabulary for the coherent representation of Human and Systems Behaviour (HASB) in simulation systems;Methods for representing a wider spectrum of effects on behaviour in a consistent manner across simulation systems, i.e. natural environment effects, physical warfare effects, non-physical (‘soft’ effects) - EW, IW;Effective  and efficient composability of simulation components;Representation of emerging operating domains in simulation, e.g. complex urban environments, space, cyber;Inform a future standard covering the utility of a simulation agnostic method for authoring Patterns of Life (PoL) for use in simulation;Simulation services to represent Defence and Security Future Operating Environments (FOE) in Simulation in more efficient and effective manner;Improved Simulation Interoperability ‘Readiness’.
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• Continue to ........
– Understand the MSaaS approach, utilising efficient and effective

simulation composition, deployment, integration and execution (re: MSG-
164)

– Inform the development of Simulation Open Standards (re: MSG-145)
– Develop methods for the coherent representation of dynamic synthetic

environments, including terrain deformation due to weather and force
effects (re: MSG-156, -163)

• Build Upon ........
– Representation of Human and Autonomous Behaviours: Developing

standards and common vocabulary (re: MSG-127)
– Developing consistent, standards based representation of non physical

effects  (MSG-151, -170, -181)
– Representation of Autonomous Systems (MSG-154, -183)

NATO Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a complex and challenging area and we will not be able to do all this on our own – we will need to ‘burden share’ with coalition partner nations in developing these approaches (re: services, standards etc.).
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• Instantiate …….
– A common taxonomy for the representation of simulated

behaviour
– Methods for authoring Patterns of Life (PoL) in simulation
– Representation of emerging operating domains in simulation

• Space, Megacities
– Coherent representations of Non-Physical effects in simulation

• EW, IW, Cyber
– Representation of Future Weapons, Platforms and Sensors in

simulation

NATO Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a complex and challenging area and we will not be able to do all this on our own – we will need to ‘burden share’ with coalition partner nations in developing these approaches (re: services, standards etc.).
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“Simulating Future Battlespace 
Complexity” is 1 of 5 UK 
Defence Innovation Priorities 
announced in September 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many modern offensive and defensive systems and the anticipated complexity of the battlefield cannot be represented in live exercisesSynthetic training capabilities will need to support the faster insertion of new defence capabilities and emerging threats
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